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August 7, 2017 
Via Electronic Delivery 

Bob Ferguson, Attorney General 
judyg@atg.wa.gov 
Jon Tunheim, Thurston County Prosecuting Attorney 
tunheij@co.thurston.wa.us 
 
Re: Citizen Action Notice Against Citizens’ Alliance for Property Rights 
 
Dear Attorney General Ferguson and County Prosecuting Attorney Tunheim, 
 
I write you to notify you that there is good reason to believe several violations of chapter 
42.17A RCW, Washington State's campaign finance law, have been committed by the 
Citizens’ Alliance for Property Rights, a political committee (the "Respondent"), between 
2015 and the present. Please note that, as provided by RCW 42.17A.765(4), in the event 
that you do not initiate an action against the Respondent within the applicable statutory 
notice periods for this Citizen Action Notice, I intend to satisfy any applicable notice 
requirements and proceed with an action in the name of the State. This message is being 
sent to each of you at the e-mail address you have provided to the Washington State Bar 
Association to ensure you receive notification of these allegations as required by RCW 
42.17A.765(4). 

 
This notice and the attached spreadsheet detail one hundred nine apparent violations of 
various provisions of Washington’s campaign finance law by the Respondent, a political 
committee, dating from 2015 to the present day. The cumulative days late for all of the 
apparently untimely reporting included in this notice is 21,723 days of delinquent 
reporting as of today. I believe the violations complained of in this notice were 
intentional. Respondent’s own Executive Director has issued many campaign finance 
complaints against other targets for the same violations identified here. Respondent 
knew the relevant laws, yet chose to use them against others rather than complying 
itself. The Respondent has apparently violated chapter 42.17A RCW as follows: 
 
A. Failure to timely file and/or amend Public Disclosure Commission form C-3 and C-4 
reports ("Summary, Full Report Receipts and Expenditures" and “Cash Receipts 
Monetary Contributions”) (Ninety-Nine Apparent Violations) 
The Respondent filed an extraordinary volume of very late reporting of its contributions 
received and deposited, and its expenditures, on forms C-3 and C-4 between 2015 and 
2017. The attached spreadsheet identifies ninety-nine apparent violations of the law 
requiring timely reporting of contributions and expenditures during this period. RCW 
42.17A.235, .240. Notably, disclosures for a high volume of activity that took place during 
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the Presidential election season in 2016 were not filed until May 2017, long past both the 
primary and general elections. The apparent violations break down as follows: 
 

TOTAL DAYS LATE / REPORTS (2015) 1,130 
TOTAL DAYS LATE / DEPOSITS (2015) 0 
TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE LATE (2015) $29,324.72 

 
TOTAL DAYS LATE / REPORTS (2016) 17,570 
TOTAL DAYS LATE / DEPOSITS (2016) 14 
TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE LATE (2016) $57,805.25 

 
TOTAL DAYS LATE / REPORTS (2017) 977 
TOTAL DAYS LATE / DEPOSITS (2017) 0 
TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE LATE (2017) $16,764.63 

 
GRAND TOTAL DAYS LATE / REPORTS (2015-17) 19,677 
GRAND TOTAL DAYS LATE / DEPOSITS (2015-17) 14 
GRAND TOTAL DOLLAR VALUES LATE (2015-17) 103,894.60 
GRAND TOTAL NUMBER OF LATE REPORTS 99 

 
B. Failures to timely report orders, debts, and obligations in Public Disclosure Commission 
form C-4 reports and Schedule B ("In Kind Contributions, Pledges, Orders, Debts, 
Obligations") and in-kind loans on Schedule L (“Loans”) (Eight Apparent Violations) 
Respondent apparently filed no Schedule B reporting from 2015 to May 2017, and no 
identifiable reporting of debts, obligations, or orders on Schedule B, or in-kind loans on 
Schedule L, from 2015 to the present. This would be appropriate if no orders, debts, or 
obligations exceeding $250 in value, and no in-kind loans, were incurred in any given reporting 
period, but paid (or, in the case of loans, repaid) in full at a later time. RCW 42.17A.235, .240, 
and .465. It appears, however, that unreported activity occurred, and that various reports of 
debts, orders, obligations, and/or in-kind loans remain outstanding to this day. 
 
In particular, it appears that each of the following eight expenditures corresponds to an 
unreported order placed, debt, obligation, or in-kind loan existing in a prior reporting period. 
The cumulative lateness for these outstanding Schedule B or L reports would be a total of at 
least 1,347 days as of today. Simply reporting a reimbursement for a “fronted” expense on 
behalf of the campaign as an expenditure would defeat the per-person contribution limit 
applicable to loans and in-kind loans. PDC Interpretation 12-01. The specific instances of 
apparent violations include the following: 
 

1. $288.86 expenditure to Cynthia Zapotocky dated 11/2/15, apparently to reimburse 
expenses for “Chapter banquet.” If Respondent received an in-kind loan prior to the 
beginning of the reporting period for the amount stated, then the transaction should 
have been disclosed on Schedule L but was not so reported. If Respondent reserved 
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space for this event prior to the beginning of the reporting period, then the transaction 
should have been disclosed on Schedule B but was not so reported. It is likely that a 
reportable debt, obligation, order, or loan would exist ahead of the reporting period 
because it is not normally possible to plan a major event like this in less than a month’s 
time; the required report would be due before the 2015 election and would be at least 
650 days late as of today, and still outstanding. 

2. $288.86 expenditure to Martin Howser dated 11/12/15, apparently to reimburse 
expenses for “Chapter banquet.” If Respondent received an in-kind loan prior to the 
beginning of the reporting period for the amount stated, then the transaction should 
have been disclosed on Schedule L but was not so reported. If Respondent reserved 
space for this event prior to the beginning of the reporting period, then the transaction 
should have been disclosed on Schedule B but was not so reported. It is likely that a 
reportable debt, obligation, order, or loan would exist ahead of the reporting period 
because it is not normally possible to plan a major event like this in less than a month’s 
time; the required report would be due before the 2015 election and would be at least 
650 days late as of today, and still outstanding. 

3. $1,165 expenditure to Central Washington University dated 11/8/16, for “Meeting 
expenses.” If Respondent reserved space at the University for this meeting prior to the 
beginning of the reporting period, then the transaction should have been disclosed on 
Schedule B but was not so reported. It is likely that a reportable debt, order, or 
obligation would exist ahead of the reporting period because it is not normally possible 
to plan a major event like this in less than a month’s time. For additional evidence of the 
earlier reportable activity, see the attached August 13, 2016 Facebook post advertising 
Respondent’s regional conference in Ellensburg to take place at Central Washington 
University on September 24, 2016; it appears this item was reportable on Schedule B 
during August 2016, making it 329 days late and still outstanding. 

4. $1,753.39 expenditure to Cynthia Zapotocky dated 6/16/16, apparently to reimburse 
expenses for a dinner event. If Respondent received an in-kind loan prior to the 
beginning of the reporting period for the amount stated, then the transaction should 
have been disclosed on Schedule L but was not so reported. If Respondent reserved 
space for this event prior to the beginning of the reporting period, then the transaction 
should have been disclosed on Schedule B but was not so reported. It is likely that a 
reportable debt, obligation, order, or loan existed ahead of the reporting period 
because it is not normally possible to plan a major event like this in less than a month’s 
time; the report would be due by June 10, 2016, making it 329 days late and still 
outstanding. 

5. $595 expenditure to Cynthia Zapotocky dated 11/16/16, apparently to reimburse 
expenses for “Advertising.” If Respondent received an in-kind loan prior to the 
beginning of the reporting period for the amount stated, then the transaction should 
have been disclosed on Schedule L but was not. If Respondent ordered advertising 
services or otherwise incurred a debt or obligation to pay for advertising prior to the 
beginning of the reporting period (which is likely, as this payment occurred after the 
general election), then the transaction should have been disclosed on Schedule B but 
was not so reported. It is likely that a reportable debt, obligation, order, or loan would 
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exist ahead of the reporting period because advertising for a political committee would 
normally be ordered, and would run, prior to the election; the report would be due by 
November 1, 2016, making it 279 days late and still outstanding. 

6. $432.74 expenditure to Peter Ojala dated 5/31/17, apparently a speaker’s fee at an 
event. If Respondent booked the speaker’s time, or otherwise incurred a debt or 
obligation to pay for the speaker’s service prior to the beginning of the reporting period, 
then the transaction should have been disclosed on Schedule B but was not so reported. 
It is likely that a reportable debt, obligation, or order would exist ahead of the reporting 
period because it is not normally possible to plan a major event like this, and reserve a 
speaker’s services, in less than a month’s time. For additional evidence of the earlier 
reportable activity, see the attached April 2017 Facebook post advertising that Mr. Ojala 
would speak at an annual fundraising dinner and auction to take place May 6, 2017 at 
the Ramada Inn in Spokane; the report was apparently due by May 10, 2017, making it 
89 days late and still outstanding. 

7. (Two apparent violations.) $2,080.76 expenditure to Cynthia Zapotocky dated 5/31/17, 
apparently to reimburse for costs at the Ramada Inn, and $389.86 expenditure to 
Cynthia Zapotocky dated 5/31/17, apparently to reimburse for costs of trophies and 
receipt books. If Respondent received an in-kind loan to advance the costs of these 
services prior to the beginning of the reporting period, then these transactions should 
have been reported on Schedule L but were not so reported. If Respondent booked the 
space at this venue, ordered trophies or receipt books, or otherwise incurred a debt, 
obligation, or order to pay for the services prior to the beginning of the reporting 
period, then the transaction should have been disclosed on Schedule B but was not so 
reported. It is likely that a reportable debt, obligation, order, or in-kind loan would exist 
ahead of the reporting period because it is not normally possible to plan a major event 
like this in less than a month’s time. For additional evidence of the earlier reportable 
activity, see the attached April 2017 Facebook post advertising an annual fundraising 
dinner and auction to take place May 6, 2017 at the Ramada Inn in Spokane; the reports 
were apparently due by May 10, 2017, making them 89 days late and still outstanding. 

  
C. Failure to file lobbyist employer reports on form L-3 (“Employer’s Lobbying Expenses”) 
(Two apparent violations) 
The Respondent has apparently employed one or more lobbyists each year from 2015 to 2017, 
as revealed by its form C-4 reporting of lobbying expenditures. However, it appears from the 
Public Disclosure Commission’s website that Respondent failed to file form L-3 to disclose 
details about its lobbying activities for either reporting year 2015 or 2016. These two reports 
were due February 29, 2016, and February 28, 2017, respectively, and are apparently still 
outstanding (as of today, these filings are apparently 525 and 160 days late, respectively). This 
would constitute at least two violations of the campaign finance law. RCW 42.17A.630. 
 
D. Conclusion 
Recent news coverage states that, starting in 2016 and continuing well into 2017, the Executive 
Director of the Citizens’ Alliance for Property Rights has filed numerous allegations of campaign 
finance violations against an extraordinary number of respondents. Publicly visible copies of the 








